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Some foot facts and simple foot
exercises to help with foot conditioning
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Focus on your feet
Some foot facts

In the foot there are:
• 26 bones
• 33 joints
• over 100 muscles, tendons and ligaments
The foot has three main sections:
• Forefoot - metatarsals and phalanges (toe bones)
• Midfoot - tarsal bones - the navicular, cuboid and three
cuneiforms
• Hindfoot - tarsus - the talus (ankle bone) and the
calcaneus (heel). The ankle bone is where the weight of
the body transfers to the foot.
Four arches of the feet
• Medial longitudinal arch - often thought of as ‘the arch’ of
the foot. It runs from front to back along the inside of the
foot. It is the main shock absorber of the foot when
walking, running and dancing.
• Lateral longitudinal arch - runs along the outside of the
foot.
• Transverse arch - runs across the midfoot and gives
support and flexibility to the foot.
• Posterior transverse arch - runs across the highest part
of the foot at the ankle bone (talus).
The main foot functions are:
• Support or weight bearing
• Locomotion or propulsion (movement)

Foot fitness

Over the years I have found that doing regular foot exercises is a great way to help feet to be strong and
flexible. I want to share some of them with you below.
In the main I use therapy balls (the blue ball) and spiky balls (yellow ball). There are other balls that you
can use and other gadgets too. Some like to use a very firm ball such as a tennis, pinkie or golf ball but
others find them too firm and quite painful. With practise your feet gain greater mobility so your preferences
for the type of ball you use can change.
Foot exercises can be used for warming up the feet as well as cooling down after dancing. They can be
used on their own to help with foot conditioning. And many of them can be done sitting in a chair - I often
use seated foot exercises with older social dancers and they report many benefits from doing regular foot
exercises.
I have selected a few foot exercises below that you can explore with your students and try yourself, of
course.

Relax foot over the ball
This is a blissful exercise to do to help your feet to
relax. Drape your foot over the ball and let the ball
support the weight of the foot. Let the foot feel
heavy and curve over the ball.
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Foot rolling
Feet can hold a lot of tension. Foot rolling can help to release this tension. Start with the ball under the
front of the foot then begin to roll your foot backwards and forwards on the ball.
• Use enough pressure when rolling to always keep your foot in contact with the ball
• Try varying the pressure to find out what gives you the best result
• Feel the benefit by doing some foot rolling on a regular basis

Pick up the ball
One for the smaller muscles and underneath the
instep. A bit of a challenge at first but a great way to
activate the feet.
Spread your toes and place them over the ball. Grip
the ball with your toes and try to lift the ball just off the
floor. Hold for a few seconds if you can and then
release the ball. This may take practise to lift the ball
from the floor. If your foot cramps then stretch it out or
do the Flex your toes against the ball to help to ease
the muscles out.

Flex your toes against the ball
This is a good exercise for flexing the toes and easing
out the underneath of the foot. Doing this after the
Pick up the ball exercise above helps the muscles
underneath the foot to stretch out after contracting to
pick up the ball.

Tips
• Do each exercise for about 1 to 3 minutes - building
up gradually
• Breathe fully during each exercise focusing on the
out breath
• Do all of the exercises on both feet
NB: anyone with an existing foot condition or
questions about the suitability of these exercises
should check with their doctor or health professional
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